INTRODUCTION
The origin of efficiency droop in the InGaN/GaN MQW LEDs has been widely discussed and studied [1, 2] . InGaN-QW-based micro-LED structure (µLED-pillar henceforth), used in visible light communication [3] and micro-display [4] , were demonstrated to hold unique electrical characteristics suitable for high power LED lighting. It was reported that µLED-pillar with diameter (D) < 100 µm can sustain high injection current density, and showed an improved efficiency at high drive current [5] . A reduced efficiency droop effect can hence be expected in µLED-pillars. In this paper, we investigate the effect of strain relaxation in the etched micro-pillar on the efficiency droop of LED. A significant reduction of efficiency droop has been observed from the µLED-pillars.
II. EXPERIMENTS
The LED structure was grown on c-plane sapphire substrate with 12-stack 3nm-InGaN-well / 10nm-GaNbarrier multiple quantum wells (MQWs) as the active layer (see Fig. 1 ). Both large-area LEDs (D = 200~500 µm) and µLED-pillars (D=20~80 µm) were fabricated using UV contact-lithography and Cl 2 based inductivelycoupled plasma (ICP) etching. Photoluminescence (PL) was measured using a 325 nm HeCd laser at room temperature. The external quantum efficiencies (EQEs) were calculated by measuring the light output powers under different injection current density. The strong sizedependence in efficiency droop is evident in Fig. 2(b) , where the peak EQE (η peak ) occurs at a higher injection current density for smaller LED. With increasing current, the EQE steadily drops beyond η peak .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To realize a high brightness LED, the ability to sustain high quantum efficiency under large injection current density is required. Comparing the ratios of sustained EQE at 200 A/cm 2 (η 200 / η peak ), we observed a reduction of efficiency droop in small µLED-pillars. Over 80% η peak was sustained in the 20 μm µLED-pillar, compared to only 70% in that of 80 μm µLED-pillar. We further explore the reason for such observation in the following.
Enhanced current spreading resulting in the improvements of electrical properties [6] and EQE [7] in LEDs, may contribute to a reduction in efficiency droop. According to the current density distribution theory [8] , the lateral current spreading length, L s , is:
which is defined as the length at the point where the lateral current density is reduced to 1/e of the current density at the pillar edge. For our case, L s is calculated to be 55 μm, and the fraction of current density at the center of the pillar to that at the edge are 0.83, 0.63 and 0.48 for devices with D = 20 µm, 50 µm and 80 µm, respectively. Thus a uniform current spreading (larger fraction) in smaller µLED-pillar results in the improved electrical property. Furthermore, with a reduced size, the current crowding effect at the active region is less significant, leading to reduced Auger recombination probability, and local heating [9] .
Our subsequent investigation reveal that strain relief plays an important part in sustaining EQE at high injection current, notably in small µLED-pillars. To evaluate the potential strain relaxation, PL spectra were collected and the peak positions were plotted in Fig. 3 . No observable PL emission peak shift was found for µLED-pillars with D > 50 µm, but a blue shift (~ 4 meV) was identified in µLED-pillar with D = 20 µm. The peak shift trend evidences that strain relief is not negligible in µLED-pillars with D < 50 µm. Our investigation suggests that µLED-pillars with D < 20 µm, benefitting from both the uniform current spreading and the strain relief, will have further improvement in electrical and quantum efficiency characteristics.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we confirmed the improved electrical and optical characteristics, with reduced efficiency droop in InGaN µLED-pillars when these devices were scaled down in size. We demonstrated that strain relief contributed to further improvement in EQE characteristics in small InGaN µLED-pillars (D < 50 µm), apart from the current spreading effect. The µLED-pillar can be deployed as the building block for large effective-area, high brightness emitter.
